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Breastfeeding Products That Can Help New
and Busy Moms Like Me
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Compensation provided; all opinions are my own.
Being a mom is one of the hardest jobs women take on. We voluntarily give up our
time and sanity for our precious babies. Although it is all worth it and I personally
wouldn’t change this life choice for anything, I know how it feels to want to quit on
certain aspects of it. One of those aspects is breastfeeding. We constantly hear
how ¨breast is best¨ and for those moms that try it out and nd that they can’t
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continue for various reasons it can begin to feel like they aren’t being the best
mom they can be. First, I am here to tell you by no means is that true. Every child is
different and just because one mom breastfeeds and the other bottle feeds
doesn`t make one better than the other. So how can a mom who is going back to
work, or is low on con dence, or their body is not working as perfectly as
they’d hoped, continue to breastfeed without too much stress? I`ve found several
products that can be helpful, so that mom’s who want to keep breastfeeding, can.

PROBLEM #2 – CONCERNS OVER LOW MILK
PRODUCTION
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One of the top worries most breastfeeding mothers face is whether or not
she’s producing enough milk. Milk ow Fenugreek Blessed Thistle
Powder Drink by UpSpring Baby is an easy way for moms to stimulate
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their breastmilk production. It’s an all-natural supplement that is available
in a chocolate or berry avored mix making it a great alternative to
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traditional fenugreek pills, elixirs, and teas. All you have to do is mix the
powder with 6 oz of hot or cold milk or add it to a smoothie twice per day
for the best results. Milk ow is available online at
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www.upspringbaby.com and in select stores for $14.99 for 18 packets.
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For those moms that may be suffering from low production, every drop is
precious. The award-winning Milkies Milk-Saver helps mothers save
every trickle of the ¨liquid gold¨ our amazing bodies produce. Just place
the Milkies Milk-Saver in your bra on the non-nursing side and as your
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milk lets down, the milk saver will catch any that leaks. Pour the milk into
the compact storage container and place in the fridge or freezer to use
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later. The Milkies Milk-Saver can be purchased online for $27.95.
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I hope you found these products useful in your breastfeeding journey. Have you
tried any of them? I’d love to hear if you found them helpful on your breastfeeding
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journey.
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OUR FAMILY OF WRITERS
BOOMERS: Connie is a green living vegetarian who loves to entertain, share great plus size fashion nds, create recipes and crafts (especially
crochet, paper crafting, and decoupage), and work on home DIY with her husband, Steve. Steve is an avid hunter and sherman who's handy at
home DIY and home safety.
MILLENNIALS & BABIES:
Brian and Mary Beth are world travelers who've gone on a safari in Africa, traveled to New Zealand where they camped for 30-days and visited
the monks in Myanmar. Traveling and live theater are their passions and they cover entertainment as well.
Alex is an avid outdoorsman and diver while La is a tness fanatic and clean eating advocate. They welcomed their rst child, Ame, on March
22, 2016. Both share their favorite entertainment with us - movies, music, animation, theme parks, and Disney.
Mom Blogger Katie is a stay-at-home mom of two small children.
We also have several contributing writers. You can learn more about all of us on our About Us page.
Welcome! We can't wait to connect with you!
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